
School Supply List for Fourth Grade

Welcome to Fourth Grade! Weʼre glad to have you at LCS. Please see http://misscrachi.com
for pictures and clarification on some items. The Amazon list for this is here: http://a.co/3sSaCKY so you
can see the items and order ones you want. You donʼt have to get the ones on that list (other places could
be cheaper), but it gives you an idea of what to order.

● 2 boxes of facial tissues for your desk (unscented- I recommend a small box to put on your desk)

● small, unscented hand sanitizer to keep in your desk

● 1 big bag of individually-wrapped candy (ex: Blow pops, Jolly Ranchers, Airheads, Dum-Dum
pops, Smarties, etc.): can get at the Dollar Store

● awater bottle that completely closes (one with a straw that closes, please, because spills occur
frequently)

● a small bag for your gym clothes, roll-on deodorant, and sneakers if you donʼt wear them to
school

● healthy snack for each day (one item: fruit, veggies, crackers and cheese, pretzels, popcorn)

Academic: Please put your name on everything possible.

● One 3-ring binder (any color), either 1.5 or 2 inches (must fit in this order: pencil pouch, the
school- provided planner which youʼll get on the first day, unique school/home folder, green math
folder, green math notebook, paper)

Binder supply details:

● Zippered pencil case that goes in front of the binder with the following in it:

● -pencils, sharpened (I suggest mechanical pencils: put a few in the pencil case and bring
others to put in your cubby)

● -red pens or pencils

● large eraser

● scissors (small but with pointed blades so they cut well; make sure the scissors are small enough
to fit into the pencil case)

http://misscrachi.com/supplies2.html
http://a.co/3sSaCKY


● -a black permanent marker (fine tip)

● -1 pack of colored pencils (an 8-pack is fine, out of the box)

● -earbud headphones

● -small pencil sharpenerwith a shavings catcher (for the colored pencils; make sure it closes
so it doesn't spill)

● -glue sticks (Elmer's extra strength permanent bond is recommended; don't get washable
because it doesn't work well; we use these for our notebooks in almost every subject most days, so
youʼll need a lot-you can put some in the pencil pouch and the rest in your cubby)

● 5 folderswith side pockets: Please get one of each of these colors: red, orange, yellow, blue,
purple;

● 2 folders that are 3-hole punched and have side pockets: green and a unique one (can be
anything, but not one of those colors). Label each with your childʼs name. Then label the colors the
following way: Unique 3-hole punched folder: Label it “Home/School” on the outside, and on the
inside label the le� side “Goes Home” and the right side “Goes to School” (goes in the binder);
Green folder 3-hole punched folder: Label it “Math” on the outside, and on the inside label the
le� side “Math Work To Do: HW, Corrections” and the right side “Math Work Done” (goes in the
binder); Red folder: Label it “Science” on the outside; Orange folder: Label it “Social Studies” on
the outside and Yellow folder: Label it “Stays in School” on the outside; Blue folder: Label it
“ELA” on the outside; Purple folder: Label it “Bible” on the outside.

● 1 green, 3-hole-punched spiral notebook: label it with your childʼs name and “Math” (pages
don't need to be numbered; goes in the binder)

● 1 pack of 8.5x11" college-ruled lined paper (please use regular paper, not paper torn from a
notebook since that creates a mess; goes in the binder)

● 3 marble composition notebooks, college-ruled, 100 sheets (200 pages): Itʼs important that you
get 100 sheets (200 pages) for the Science/SS and Bible notebooks and that you number the
pages because we use every page in those notebooks and we do not go in order. Get 3 different
colors, if possible- if you canʼt get these specific colors, please get black: label one for Science and
Social Studies (red or orange), one for Bible (purple), and one for ELA (blue). Please number the
Science/SS and Bible notebook pages (NOT ELA), with number 1 being the first page in the upper
right corner, 2 being the second page in the upper le� corner, etc., with odd numbers in the upper
right and even numbers in the upper le�. (see my website for pictures)

● Spiral bound sketch book: 8-1/2" x 11" or 9" x 12", 70# weight for art class

● 3x5 white index cards (50) with lines on one side and the other side blank, with a rubber band to
keep them together when they are opened



● 12-inch rulerwith metric on one edge, inches on the other (donʼt get one that bends because it
will quickly become inaccurate; make sure the inch side has lines of various sizes- see my website
for pictures)

● a Bible (you donʼt need to buy a new one, but if you do need to get one, please get one without
and with a concordance in the back if possible- the NIV Adventure Bible that many students have is
a good one)

● 3 small-size (not mini) binder clips (these are optional, but they are a very helpful “bookmark”
for many students; one each for the planner, ELA, & math notebooks)


